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EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR U.S ATTORNEYS
Acting Director William Tyson

COMMENDATIONS

Assistant United States Attorney HAROLD BENDER Western
District of North Carolina has been commended by Herbert
Monahan Jr Special Agent in Charge Federal Bureau of

Investigation for his outstanding efforts in the preparation
and trial of complex case involving twentysix instances
of night depository entrapments in North Carolina and other
states

Assistant United States Attorney MICHAEL COLLORA District
of Massachusetts has been commended by FBI Director William
Webster for his outstanding work in the case of United States

James Brien etal

Assistant United States Attorney STEVEN FRANKEL Southern
District of New York has been commended by Michael Loner
gan Regional Inspector General for the Department of Agri
culture for his direction and coordination of successful
fraud investigation involving the summer lunch program in

New York City

Assistant United States Attorneys ELLEN SCHANZELHASKINS and
THOMAS TURNER Central Disrtict of Illinois have been
commended by Dan Webb Director of the Department of Law
Enforcement for the State of Illinois for their successful
prosecution of John Gullo for mail fraud and obstruction of

justice

Assistant United States Attorney WILLIAM HIBSHER Southern
District of New York has been commended by Robert Greenstein
Acting Administrator Food and Nutrition Service Department
of Agriculture for his outstanding work in the case Rodriguez

Bernstein

Assistant United States Attorney GERHARD KLEINSCHMIDT
Northern District of Texas has been commended by Robert
Potrykus Chief Criminal Investigation Division of the

Internal Revenue Service for his outstanding work in the
successful prosecution of more than dozen tax protesters

Assistant United States Attorney EDWARD KOLKER Southern
District of California has been commended by Director of
the FBI William Webster for his recent success in Freedom
of Information Privacy Acts case involving the FBI and other
Government agencies
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Assistant United States Attorney PAT MCLAUGHLIN Northern Dis
trict of Ohio has been commended by Robert Johnson
Regional Counsel for the Small Business Administration for

his excellent handling of SBA litigation

Assistant United States Attorney SAM PERRONI and Legal Intern
TERRY DERDEN Eastern District of Arkansas have been
commended by Miles Schulze Director Post Secondary Edu
cation Division of the HEW Regional Office in Dallas for
their fine work in the case State of Arkansas Miles Schuize
and Juan Pena
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY APPOINTMENTS

The following Courtappointed United States Attorney has

entered on duty The Executive Office staff takes this op
portunity to extend its hearty welcome

DISTRICT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY ENTERED ON DUTY

ED Virginia Justin Williams 6/1/79
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CIVIL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Barbara Allen Babcock

Carlson Green No 78-1261 Sup Ct June 18 1979
DJ 157-26S-311O

Fifth Amendment Supreme Court Grants
Certiorari To Determine Whether
Constitutional Damage Remedy Should Be
Created Where An Adequate Alternative
Remedy Already Exists

In this case the Seventh Circuit held that the administra
tion of deceased federal prisoners estate could bring suit

against individual prison officials under 28 U.S.C 1331 for
damages for the alleged violation of the decedents Eighth
Amendment rights The complaint alleged that the prisoner died
as result of medical treatment which was so incompetent as to
amount to deliberate indifference to decedents medical needs
We petitioned the Supreme Court to decide whether constitu
tional damage remedy should be allowed when plaintiff has
remedy under the Tort Claims Act for medical malpractice against
the United States The decision could indicate how broadly the
Fifth Amendment damage remedy recoiized in Davis Passman
No 78-5072 June 1979 will be construed

Attorney Barbara Herwig Civil Division
FTS 633-3469

American Civil Liberties Union et al Brown No 78-1906
7th Cir June 1979 DJ 1L155_12_2523

State Secrets Privilege Seventh
Circuit Upholds Governments Claim Of
Privilege As To identity Of Informants
And United States Army Intelligence
Manuals

In this class action the ACLTJ and others sought damages
for alleged deprivation of their constitutional rights by U.S
Army intelligence gathering activities conducted in the Chicago
area in the late 1960s The district court ordered disclosure
over the Secretary of the Armys formal assertion of the state
secrets privilege of the identity of human domestic
intelligence source indices of computerized domestic intelli
gence files .and several counterintelligence manuals We took
an interlocutory appeal The Seventh Circuit reversing the
district court has ruled that the balance of interests with
respect to the identity of the human intelligence source weighs
in favor of the government that the intelligence manuals
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which it reviewed in camera are protected by the privilege
and that the computized index is protected from disclosure as
an entity but may be disclosed in part if the district court
determines that the plaintiffs will bear the costs

Attorney Eloise Davies Civil Division
FTS 633-3425

Cox Department of Justice No 78-2267 C.A.D.C June 11
T79 DJ N5-l2-3552

FOIA District of Columbia Circuit
Holds That Exemption Covers Law
Enforcement Manuals Instructions
On Techniques Of Law Enforcement

Plaintiff Cox federal inmate sued the Department of
Justice for access to the Manual for United States Marshals
The district court held that the withheld portions of the Manual
were protected by Exemption which covers matters related
solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an
agency Cox appealed and the stage was set for an important
clarification by the District of Columbia Circuit of its two
prior Manual cases Ginsburg Feldman Bress Federal Energy
Administration 591 F.2d 752 certiorari denied 47 IJ.S Lavt

Week 3b3O and Jordan United States Department of Justice
591 F.2d 753 Cox moved for appointment of counsel after the
case was docketed in the court of appeals In published
opinion filed June 11 1979 the court of appeals per curiam
MacKinnon and Robb Judge Wright concurring denied the motion
and dismissed the appeal sua sponte insofar as it related to the
merits of the case holdithat the Manual is protected by
Exemption The courts opinion analyzes the Ginsburg and
Jordan cases and reconciles the two by reasoning that the agencys
instructions to its agents on techniques of law enforcement --

unlike the guidelines on prosecutorial discretion in Jordan --

are purely internal matters in which the public has no legiti
mate interest By thus removing the confusion in the law created
by Jordan the opinion should prove very helpful to the Govern
ment in defending the integrity of sensitive law enforcement
manuals involved in other cases

Attorney Alice Mattice Civil Division
FTS 633-3259
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Henry First National Bank of Clarksdale No 76-4200 5thCir May 21 1979 DJ 145-lb-1012

Federal Grant Funds Fifth Circuit Holds
That The United States Retains Reversionary
Interest In Federal Grant Funds And Property
Purchased With Such Funds Which Cannot Be
Subject To State Judicial Process Without
The Consent Of The United States And That
The Anti-Injunction Act And Younger Doctrine
Do Not Apply To The United States

In major civil rights case affecting the viability of
the NAACP the Fifth Circuit has upheld district court order
enjoining merchants from enforcing million dollar state court
judgment against civil rights organizations who engaged in
picketing in the 1960s pending appeal to the state supremecourt The Civil Rights Division filed an amicus brief on the
principal issues in the case The Civil Division filed brief
in behalf of the United States as an intervenor on several
subsidiary issues one of which was whether the state court
could subject unexpended federal poverty funds still held by
local private poverty agency and property purchased with such
funds to state judicial process without the consent of the
United States In ruling which may prove useful in variety
of contexts the Fifth Circuit agreed with us that the United
States retains reversionary interest in the funds and the
property even though the agency holding the funds and property
is not an agency of the United States and that the state court
could not subject that interest to state judicial process with
out the consent of the United States The Fifth Circuit also
held that neither the Anti-Injunction Act 28 U.S.C 2283 nor
the Younger doctrine apply when the United States seeks to
enjoin state proceedings

Attorney Neil Koslowe Civil Division
FTS 633-4770
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CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Drew Days III

Morrilton School District NO 32 United States United
States State of Arkansas D.C No 791293 DJ 16993

School Consolidation

On June 13 1979 the Eighth Circuit sitting en banc
entered an order affirming with one modificatIon the district
court opinion requiring by this fall the consolidation of three
school districts in Conway County Arkansas The consolidation
finally resolves our suit brought in 1972 to remedy the segre
gation caused by the earlier creation of number of small and
racially distinct school districts The modification ordered
by the Eighth Circuit puts the consolidation into effect in
two stages the high school level in 1979 and the lower grades
in 1980

Attorney Frank Allen Civil Rights Division
FTS 6334488

State of Mississippi United States No Al067 DJ 16641
143

Section of the Voting Rights Act of 1965

On June 13 1979 we filed in the Supreme Court Memo
randuin in Support of DefendantIntervenors Application for

Stay of the declaratory judgment clearing Mississippis legis
lative reapportionment plan under Section of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 Notice of appeal was filed the same day
On Monday June 18 the Supreme Court denied the application
The effect of the decision is to substitute the statutory
reapportionment plan for the courtordered plan ordered into
effect by threejudge district court in Mississippi

Attorneys Miriam Eisenstein Civil Rights Division
FTS 6334708
Joan Hartman Civil Rights Division
FTS 6332172
Mike Scadron Civil Rights Division
FTS 7247398
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United States Bettis CA No 7900083E DJ 14412113

18 U.S.C 371 245 and 42 U.S.C 3631

On June 14 1979 guilty verdicts were returned against
nine defendants The verdicts concerning one defendant were
sealed because he suffered heart attack and was absent from
court Three defendants were acquitted and charges against
four others were dismissed on the governments motjon at the
close of its evidence The eightcount indictment charged
members of the Ku Klux Klan with conspiring to deprive certain
biracial couples and NAACP leaders of their civil rights One
defendant was sentenced to fouryear term of imprisonment
while eight others were given twoyear terms This case was
handled by the United States Attorney

Attorney Susan King Civil Rights Division
FTS 6332185
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General James Moorman

Wilson United States _____ U.S _____ Nos 78-160 and
78161 S.Ct June 20 1979 DJ 90151477

Indians

In 1867 the Omaha Indian Tribe owned peninsula
as part of its reservation extending into the Missouri River
Eventually because of shifts in the river the peninsula
appeared on the other side of the river where it was claimed
by non-Indians The district court held that the river had
moved by accretion and therefore the Tribe no longer owned
the land The court of appeals reversed It held that on the
evidence produced it was impossible to determine how the
river had moved It applied 25 U.S.C 194 to hold that in such

situation where the Indians had showed previous ownership
the burden of persuasion was on the non-Indians It also
held that the federal common law concerning borders between
states on rivers governed the question Of whether the river
moved by accretion or avulsion The Supreme Court reversed
and remanded That Court held that 25 U.S.C 194 properly
applied to Indian Tribes and to non-Indians but did not apply
to the State of Iowa It also held that while federal law
should be applied in this case the federal law should have
incorporated the law of Nebraska on the issue of accretion Or
avulsion The Court remanded for further proceedings in the
court of appeals in order to determine the content of state
law and its application to the facts of the case The
opinion contains dicta to the effeOt that the Nonintercourse
Act of 1834 was intended to apply only to Indian country as
defined in that Act and not to all Indian lands

Attorneys Edward Shawaker and Jacques Gelin
Land and Natural Resources Division

FTS 6332813/2762 and Staff of Solicitor
General
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Seacoast Anti-Pollution League NRC United States and
Public Service Co of N.H _____ F.2d ____ No 78-1172
1st Cir May 30 1979 DJ 9051762

National Environmental Policy Act

The First Circuit dismissed petition for review
of the NRC decision permitting construction by the Public
Service Company of New Hampshire of nuclear facility with

once-through cooling system at Seabrook The court held
that NRC did not violate NEPA when it declined to compare
the Seabrôok site with more alternative sites than the 28

sites it identified and the 19 it foundnot to be obviously
superior to Seabrook In particular the court faulted
petitioners for having played dog in the manger with respect
to not alerting NRC to other alternative sites and having
failed to structure meaningfully their participation as
Vermont Yankee requires

Attorneys Jacques Gelin Carl Strass and
Peter Steenland Jr Land and
Natural Resources Division
FTS 6332762/2748/4427

Andrus Hon Ewing Kerr _____ 2d _____ No 79-1273
10th Cir June 12 1979 DJ 9014889

Mandamus

The Tenth Circuit xiandaznused Judge Kerr to comply
with the letter and the spirit of the appellate courts
previous decision regarding EPAs banning the use of certain
predator toxicants Two years after EPA issued the 1972
suspension order deregistering the chemical toxicants
Wyoming six other western states and representatives of
the sheep growers industry challenged the validity of the
order in the district court Judge Kerr enjoined enforcement
of EPAs ban On appeal the Tenth Circuit held that the
states challenge was timebarred under the Federal Environ
mental Pesticide Control Act of 1972 and remanded for further
proceedings on the remaining issues EPA also reconsidered
and refused modification of the 1972 order in the intervening
years On remand the states continued to challenge the under
lying validity of the 1972 order and the district court de
nied the governments motions to dismiss portions of the com
plaint relating to the order or to preclude de novo review
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of EPAs 1972 action When Judge Kerr set trial date and
required the government to proceed to full trial on the 1972

order it sought mandamus In granting the writ the Tenth
Circuit stated that the duty of the district court was to

carry out the mandate previously issued By allowing trial
on the merits of EPAs 1972 order the district court .left
the Tenth Circuit no choice of mandamus since it is essential
that we protect the integrity of our process too

Attorneys Maryann Walsh and John Zimmerman
Land and Natural Resources Division

FTS 6334168/4519

United States and Crow Tribe Montana F.2d
Nos 782917 and 782865 9th Cir June 12 1979
DJ 906037

Indians

The Ninth Circuit reversed the district courts
ruling that the bed and banks of the Big Horn River
within the exterior boundaries of the reservation are held
in trust by the United States for the Crow Tribe the

Crow Tribe validly prohibited all non-Indians huntirg and
fishing on the reservation except that the Tribe had no
such authority over nonIndian residents of the reservation
on the land on which such persons reside limitations
on the power of the Tribe include no criminal jurisdiction
over non-Indians the only sanctions exercisable by the
Tribe are those set out in Quechan Tribe Rowe 531 F.2d
4089th Cir 1976 and the regulation of resident
hunting on nonresidency land must be consistent with sound
conservation principles and the State of Montana has
the authority to regulate hunting and fishing on the reserva
tion subject to two limitations that the state regula
tions not interfere with members hunting and fishing and

that the purpose of the regulations must be to properly
manage and conserve the game on the reservation and not be
intended to interfere with tribal regulation

Attorneys Steven Carroll Neil Proto
and Robert Klarquist Land and
Natural Resources Division
6332068/2731
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Nelson Andrus _____ F.2d _____ No 77-3523 9th Cir
June 12 1979 DJ 90141099

Homestead Law

Nelson applied for patent on his homestead entry
The administrative law judge ruled that patent should
issue as Nelson entered with the intent to make the entry his
home and had complied with all other requirements of the
homestead laws The IBLA overruled the AUs finding of good
faith the IBLAs finding was based solely upon the fact
that Nelson had leased his prior residence for period
coinciding with the time he was required to live on the entry
The district court affirmed the IBLAs decision Upon appeal
the Ninth Circuit reversed The court of appeals found that
when considered with all of the other evidence in the record
the short-term lease could not support the IBLAs.finding
that Nelson had made his entry in bad faith

Attorneys Robert Klarquist and Jacques
Gelin Land and Natural Resources
Division FTS 6332731/2762
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OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

Deputy Assistant Attorneyenera1 William Heckman Jr

SELECTED CONGRESSIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES

JUNE 12 JUNE 26 1979

Inclusion of the District of Columbia within 42 U.S.C 1983. On June 19

the House District of Columbia Subcommittee on Judiciary Manpower and Educa
tion held hearing on H.R 3343 The legislation would bring the Dtstrict of

Columbia under the jurisdiction of 42 U.S.C 1983 Assistant Attorney General

Drew Days Civil Rights Division testified for the Department in support of

the bill Section 1983 authorizes person to bring civil action for

deprivationof rights by person acting under color of law

Interdiction of.Drug Smugglers on the High Seas On June 12 the House

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee ordered favorably reported H.R 2583
Representative Biaggis bill to plug the loophole in existing law which prevents

any individual on board U.S vessel or an American citizen on board foreign
vessel from being prosecuted for possessing controlled substance outside U.S
territorial waters The bill was amended in Subcommittee in accordance with

several suggestions from the Interagency Committee for Coordination of Maritime

Drug Interdiction. In its present form H.R 2583 has the unqualified support

of the Administration Because there is no opposition to H..R 2583 Represen
tative Biaggi hopes to have the bill placed on.the suspension calendar when

it reaches the floor of the House

Criminal Code Reform The House Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal

Justice completed its discussion of the sentencing provisions although several

decisions were bracketed fo.r later examination draft work done to date will

be issued The major decisions on sentencing were as follows

.1 The Subcommittee did not agree on what the member composition of

Sentencing Commission should be nor on where it should be placed Staff

will present alternatives in the draft for the Subcommittees further

conideration

The Parole Commission is to be abolIshed but only when criteria
to be detailed in the Code is met However all prison sentences will

be reduced by onethird immediately so that fairness in time served

will be maintained once the Parole Commission is abolished

Appellate Review of sentences will be available to defendants when
ever sentence is outside the guidelines although guidelines will be

directory rather than mandatory The court will have to issue

statement for why such sentence was imposed Appellate review will be

available to the government only for and felonies on approval of
the Attorney General This is tentative decision Chairman Drinan

indicated willingness to consider government appeal of all felony

sentences The Subcommittee will insert statement in the Code that

its purpose is not to increase the number of persons in prisons nor to
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lengthen prison terms

On prisoner civil rights the Subcommittee extended Section 4032
which places restrictions on employment disabilities to reach state

etp1oyment discrimination against exfelons The Subcommittee also

adopted private civil action for such discrimination and in Section

4033 also authorized EEOC to pursue such cases

The Subcommittee dropped the Senates prpvision of criminal

forfeiture as an extra sentence that may be imposed

In considering ancillary civil proee4ings the Subcoittee retained

civil forfeiture procedures However it eliminated the Senates Sectiqn

4021 which provides that the Attorney General may obtain injunctions

against fraud The Criminal Division is preparing memorandum empha
sizing that this is an important provision for the Department of Justice

Ongrading of sentencing the Subcommittee adopted the Senates
versipn of five felonies three misdemeanors and one infraction

On fines the Subcommittee dropped the Senates orgaxizatiop and

individual distinctions an4 also dropped the Senates double fine

provisions

The Subcommittee did not adopt presumption against imprisonment
Rather the courts will be directed to consider all other sentencing

alternatives before Imposing prison sentence

The Subcommittee on Criminal Justice will continue its discussion meetings

up to the House recess on June 2.9 committee print will be prepared during

the recess and will be circulated to groups such as the ABA ACLU NCRL and

the Business Roundtable after July Hearings will be scheduled immediately

after the print is circulated SInce the Subcommittee will nQt be able to

reach every issue before June 29 Subcommittee Chairman Drinan has instructed

the staff to give schedule.priority to jurisdiction and grading sections The

pri will probably include fairly extensive bracketed material

Tort Claims Legislation Deputy Attorney General Civiletti and Director

Webster appeared before the Danielson Subcommittee on Wednesday June 20 to

support .H.R 2659 the Departments proposed amendments to the FederalTort

Claims Act The minority membership of the Subcommittee was particularly

concerned about the effect of the proposed citizen initiated discipline pro
ceeding on employee morale The subcommittee will conclude hearings on

June 27 with markup tentatively scheduled after the July 4th recess

Lobbying Registration and Reporting Legislation Although It is still

possible that the full House Judiciary Committee will consider H.R 4395 the

Danielson Subcommittees clean bill on June 26 scheduling problems are making

that possibility increasingly unlikely Senator Chiles has yet to introduce

1i1l in the Senate
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Refugees Senator Kennedys Judiciary Committee staff has indicated that
the Administrations proposed Refugee Act 643 will be placed on the Judi
ciary calendar for final Committee action in July They are stressing the
need for enactment of permanent refugee legislation before the October 1979

expiration of the current parole program for refugees On the House side the
Administrations proposal introduced as H.R 2816 is also receiving active

consideration The members of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration
Refugeeand International Law will probably meet to discuss the bill informally
next week with formal markup session to follow during the first week after
the July 4th recess

Magistrates The Administrations proposed Magistrates Act H.R 1046
has been placed on the Suspension calendar and should come up for vote on
the floor of the House June 26 RepresentatIves Drinan and Holtzman and mem
bers of the Black Caucus actively opposed the Magistrates bill in the 95th

Congress but show no Øigns of mounting organized opposition to the bill this
time Kastenmeier subcommittee staffers are however somewhat concerned about

possible organized opposition from some Republican members lead by Congressman
Kindness substantially similar Senate version 237 passed in the Senate

onMay2

Attorney Fees The Offices of Legislative Affairs and Improvements in
Judicial Machinery have been working in cooperation with the litigating divi
sions to fashion compromise between 265 the DeConciniDomeniciNelson

attorney fees bill and the Departments alternative to it It is likely that
the compromise could be aired on July 11 before Senator Culvers Judiciary
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure

Diversity of Citizenship Jurisdiction We are formally transmitting to
the Hill two proposed amendments to the diversity bill The first would confer

jurisdiction on the federal courts of cases involving multiperson injuries
The second would permit the removal from state court to federal court of certain
cases where substantial federal defense has been asserted third proposal
concerning removal to lederal court for transfer to another and nonprejudiced
state court is pending in the Office of Legal Counsel

Gun Control gun control bill has been prepared and is circulating on
the Hill There are indications that Senator Kennedy and Congressman Rodino

may introduce bills on this subject in the near future

Speedy Trial On June 19 the Senate passed with committee amendment in
the nature of substitute 961 an amendment to the Speedy TrialAct The

Speedy Trial Act is scheduled to go into final full operation on July and we
have requested some amendments to the Act On the House side Congressman
Conyers House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime has scheduled hearings for
June 28 and July 11 We had hoped to have the House Judiciary Committee con
sider the subject on July 10 but that timing now appears to be unlikely

FBI Charter Congressmen Rodino and McClory havebeen briefed on the FBI
charter proposal and it now appears that they will cosponsor the bill
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Authorization and Appropriation It now appears that neither the DOJ
Authorization bill H.R 3303 nor the DOJ Appropriation bill H.R 4392 will
reach the House floor before the July 4th recess The LEAA Reauthorization
H.R 2061 was reported out of the House Judiciary Committee on May 15 and is

expected to be considered by the Rules Committee next week On the Senate side
the DOJ Authorization bill 1157 passed on June and the LE Reauthori
zation bill 214 passed on May 21

Archeological Resources Act The House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs marked up its bill H.R 1825 on June 13 Initially Committee
Chairman Udall had planned to place the bill on suspension on June 25 but
there have been several controversies between majority and minority members
as to what decisions the committee actually reached in the markup and the

report on the bill is still not complete Accordingly the bill will not be
on the House floor before the June 29 recess The House Committees version
differs significantly from that passed by the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources Prominent changes of concern to DOJ are change in the
minimum age for covered archeological resource from 50 to 100 years change
of the felony provision to that of misdemeanor although felony is avail
able for second offenders and an exemption for coins from coverage Other
issues of concern to DOJ may become apparent when the report is available

Authority of GAO On June 19 the Subcommittee on Legislation and National

Security of the House Government Operations Committee approved for full Commit
tee action H.R 24 bill which inter alla defines the powers and procedures

concerning the obtaining of information by the Comptroller General from the
Executive Branch The subcommittee rejected an amendment.that had been worked
out with the subcommittee staff which would have permitted the Attorney General

by certification to protect information regarding confidential fund expenditures
when disclosure would expose confidential or sensitive law enforcement investi
gation investigative or intelligence techniques or procedures or endanger the

safety of past or present government agents informants other cooperating
individuals or their families

CONFIRMATIONS

On June 19 1979 the Senate confirmed the following nominations

Frank Johnson Jr of Alabama to be U.S Circuit Judge for the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals

Dolores Sloviter of Pennsylvania to be U.S Circuit Judge for the
Third Circuit

Jon Newman of Connecticut to be U.S Circuit Judge for the Fifth
Circuit

Amalya Kearse of New York to be U.S Circuit Judge for the Second

Circuit

Valdemar Cordova of Arizona to be U.S District Judge for the
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District of Arizona

Canon OMalley Jr of Pennsylvania to be U.S Attorney for the
Middle District of Pennsylvania

Joseph Keene of Louisiana to be U.S..Att9rney forthe Western District
of Louisiana

Peter Wilkes of Illinois to be U.S Marshal for the Northern District
of Illinois
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FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Rule 41 Search and Seizure

Rule 41c Search and Seizure
Issuance and Contents

Defendants indicted for conspiracy to manufacture phency
clidine move to suppress drum of chemicals allegedly purchased
for use in manufacturing the substance magistrate issued
search warrant at request of DEA agents authorizing an electronic

beeper which was placed in the drum which was delivered to one of

the defendants Through ruse an agent entered the second

premises and located the drum in locked basement storage room
two month daily check indicated that the drum remained at that

location The drum was seized under another search warrant
obtained from different magistrate authorizing seizure of the

drum from the basement address

The District Courts Memorandum Opinion notes that consis
tent policy with respect to beepers and Fourth Amendment rights
has not yet evolved Apparently the Sixth Circuit has not
dealt with the issue The beeper not only allowed agents to

trace and locate the container but it also had the potential to

enable them to trace the private movements of persons in posses
sion of the counter even into their homes It was appropriate
and necessary to seek and obtain court order in the nature of

search warrant for its use in these circumstances Since the

exact procedure anticipated in Rule 41 does not fit pen registers
card drops or electronic beepers the judge or magistrate must

interpolate so that the warrant will satisfy constitutional and
other standards imposed by law The Constitution does not
require time limitation but clear federal statutory policy
implementing the Fourth Amendment does evidenced by the

Rule 41c ten day limit and the wiretap laws time limitations
routine Rule 41 search warrant which fails to include time

limitation might be made valid because there would be the 10 days
period specified in the rule to fall back on Here no time was
specified and none not even reasonable time may be inferred
The electronic beeper warrant violates statutory policy and has
been void from its inception The search warrant under which the
drum was seized was the direct fruit of the unauthorized use of
the beeper

Motion for suppression granted

United States Clark Bailey and Carolyn Ann Gomez 465
Fed Sup 1138 No 78-80810 E.D Michigan S.D February
1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Rule 41c Search and Seizure
Issuance and Contents

See Rule 41 this issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States Clark Bailey and Caroyn Ann Gomez 465
Fed Sup 1138 No 7880810 E.D Michigan S.D February
1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Rule 52b Harmless Error and Plain Error Plain Error

Defendant appeals his conviction of conspiracy involving
drugs claiming inter alia that he was deprived of fair trial
when Government counsel twice referred in closing argument to

coconspirators previous conviction of the same offenses on
substantially less evidence even though defense offered no

objection and the trial court instructed the jury sua sponte
that the prior conviction had no bearing on defendants guilt or
innocence

The Court holds that the defendant was deprived of fair
trial by an overzealous prosecutor who deliberately urged the

jury to use evidence for prohibited purpose The Governments
characterization of the closing argument as involving simply
colorfully drawn analogy is rejected as specious Defendant is

entitled to have his guilt determined upon evidence against him
not on whether codefendant or government witness has been
convicted of the same charge In determining whether defendants
substantial rights were prejudiced and the Court should take
notice of an error not raised below under Rule 52b the Court
may consider the presence or absence of limiting instruction
whether there was proper purpose in introducing the conviction
of the codefendant whether conviction was improperly emphasized
as substantive evidence of guilt whether the alleged error was
invited by defense counsel whether an objection was entered or
an instruction requested whether the failure to object could
have been the result of tactical considerations and whether in

light of all the evidence the error was harmless beyond
reasonable doubt The Governments argument that remarks were
proper response to the attack on the coconspirators credibility
is rejected because the prosecutor stepped beyond the permissible
bounds and urged the jury to consider it as substantive evidence
of defendants guilt It is doubtful any curative instruction
could have erased the prejudice from the jurors minds and
certainly the trial courts sua sponte attempt could not be said
to have done so Since Governments case was adequate at best
and error does not appear to have been harmless beyond
reasonable doubt any finding of harmless error is precluded

Reversed and remanded

United States Fernando Miranda 593 F.2d 590 No 775814
5th Cir April 12 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 403 Exclusion of Relevant Evidence on Grounds
of Prejudice Confusion or Waste of Time

See Rule 404b this issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States Ekram Manafzadeh 592 F.2d 91 No 78-1220
2d Cir January 23 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 404b Character Evidence Not Admissible

to Prove Conduct Exceptions Other

Crimes Other Crimes Wrongs or Acts

Rule 801d Definitions Statements Which Are Not

Hearsay Admission By Party-Opponent

Rule 403 Exclusion of Relevant Evidence on Grounds

of Prejudice Confusion or Waste of Time

Defendant appealed conviction of transporting or causing to

be transported in interstate commerce falsely made checks

were used to form fraudulent deposit in violation of 18 U.S.C
2314 and primarily claiming that since criminal intent was

not an issue the district court erred in admitting evidence of

crimes committed more than four months after the alleged crime

at issue as probative of defendants unlawful intent The

Government contended at trial that defendant was the behind-the-

scenes brain in scheme involving fraudulent checks deposited
in bank by codefendant against which were drawn five certi
fied checks Defendant claimed and co-defendant testified that

defendant was not part of conspiracy that defendant had never

been involved in the creation or negotiation of the checks

forming the fraudulent deposit but had innocently accepted the

certified checks in payment for Iraneàn bonds sold to the co
defendant The subsequent other-crimes evidence consisted of

testimony by witness that four months after events forming

basis for this indictment defendant tried to recruit him to

deposit $10000 in bank using false name and passport and

then withdraw $3000000 in cash and travellers checks The

scheme was never carried out although witness testified he

received fake passport and was told by defendant that the plan

was not dangerous because it has been done several times and

nothing has happened The witness testified that three months

later defendant tried to get him to purchase some jewelry using

checks bearing counterfeit bank certification The trial judge

admitted the subsequentcrimes evidence over defense counsels

objection for irrelevancy with an instruction that it was to be

considered only in deciding the question of the defendants
intent on the crime charged in the indictment provided the

Government proved the substantive acts by other evidence

The Court of Appeals held that admission of the other-crimes

testimony under Rule 404b was reversible error Intent was not

in dispute The question was whether defendant had anything to

do with the creation of the fraudulent checks or their use to

defraud the bank Defendants counsel affirmatively dispelled

any doubt about the nonexistence of intent as an issue by off er
ing to stipulate to the existence of the requisite intent if the
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other elements of the offense should be found The Government

argues for the first time on appeal that the subsequent other-
crimes evidence was admissible to show defendants knowledge when

he received the certified checks that they were fraudulently
obtained from the bank Since knowledge at the later time of

receipt that the proceeds had been fraudulently obtained was not
relevant issue in the case subsequentacts evidence was not

admissible for that collateral purpose.-The Governments argu
ments at trial that the subsequent other-crimes evidence showed

plan or absence of mistake are likewise inapplicable as they
were entirely separate later transactions involving wholly
different people For purposes of retrial it is noted that none
of the other common justifications for use of othercrimes
evidence are available

The Court agrees that the statement that it has been done

several times and nothing has happened is an admission Rule

801d but it is left for the district court on retrial to

decide whether the probative value of the evidence outweighs the

danger of unfair prejudice Rule 403 There is no doubt
however that the admission of evidence of the later jewelry-
buying scheme was erroneous and highly prejudicial

Reversed and remanded for new trial Dissent filed

arguing evidence was admissible to show defendants state of mind
which was very much disputed but not to show intent

United States Ekram Manafzadeh 592 F.2d 81 No 78-1220

2d Cir January 23 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 801d Definitions Statements Which Are Not

Hearsay Admission By Party-Opponent

See Rule 404b this issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States Ekram Manafzadeh 592 F.2d 81 No 78-1220
2d Cir January 23 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 801d Definitions Statements Which Are Not
Hearsay Admission By Party-Opponent

See Rule 1006 this issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States Lowell Johnson F.2d No 78-

1656 9th Cir April 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 8036 Hearsay Exceptions Availability of

Declarant Immaterial Records of

Regularly Conducted Activity

See Rule 1006 this issue of the Bulletin for syllabus

United States Lowell Johnson F.2d No 78-

1656 9th Cir April 1979
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 1006 Summaries

Rule 801d Definitions Statements Which Are Not
Hearsay Admission By Party-Opponent

Rule 8036 Hearsay Exceptions Availability of

Declarant Immaterial Records of

Regularly Conducted Activity

Defendants major corporation stockholders appeal from their
district court conviction for mail fraud When the Government
began to question postal inspector about summary of records
seized from the corporations offices defense counsel objected
that there had been no showing that the information summarized
was any kind of business records The Government had notified
defense counsel of its intent to use summaries but defense did
not avail itself of the opportunity to look at the summary before
it was used

The trial court erred in not requiring the proponant to show
the admissibility of the underlying materials The Governments
argument that notification to opposing counsel obviated showing
that the underlying materials fell within an exception to the

hearsay rule Article VIII Rule 801 et seq is rejected
Congress placed Rule 1006 not in Article VIII but in Article
which deals with the best evidence problems arising from the

use of materials other than originals When Congressional intent
was to provide an exception to the hearsay rule for materials
which are also exempted from the best evidence rule in Article
it was done by provisions in Article XIII This circuit joins
S.econd and Fifth in concluding Rule 1006 requires proponent to
establish admissibility of the underlying material

The Governments argument that the records on which the
summary was based constituted admissions excluded from the hear
say rule by Rule 801d is rejected since testimony failed to
show that the records were in the general control of defendants
or that the documents fell within the business record exception
of Rule 8036

Reversed and remanded

United States Lowell Johnson F.2d No 78-
1656 9th Cir April 1979
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ADDENDUM

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS MANUAL---BLUESHEETS

The following Bi.uesheets have been sent to press in accordance

with 11.550 since the last issue of the Bulletin

DATE AFFECTS USAM SUBJECT

6/4/79 412.250 Priority of Liens 2410
412.251 cases

5/11/79 92.025 Trade Secrets Act
prosecutionUnder 18

USC 1905

5/11/79 92.133 Criminal Division Con
sultation Required Before
Institution of Proceedings
Trade Secret Act

5/24/79 97.550 Authorization to Disclose
the Contents of Intercepted
Communications

5/22/79 916.210 Explanation of special
parole in entry of pleas
pursuant to Rule 11 F.R
Crim.P

6/7/79 921.000 Witness Security Program
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS MANUAL--TRANSMITTALS

The following United States Attorneys Manual Transmittals
have been issued to date in accordance with LJSAM 11.500 This

monthly listing may be removed from the Bulletin and used as

check list to assure that your Manual is up to date

TRANSM ITTAL
AFFECTING DATE DATE OF

TITLE NO MO/DAY/YR Text CONTENTS

8/20/76 8/31/76 Ch 123

9/03/76 9/15/76 Ch

9/14/76 9/24/76 Ch

9/16/76 10/01/76 Ch

2/04/77 1/10/77 Ch 61012

3/10/77 1/14/77 Ch 11

6/24/77 6/15/77 Ch 13

1/18/78 2/01/78 Ch 14

5/18/79 5/08/79 Ch

6/25/76 7/04/76 Ch to

8/11/76 7/04/76 Index

7/23/76 7/30/76 Ch to

11/19/76 7/30/76 Index

1/03/77 1/03/77 Ch to 15

1/21/77 1/03/77 Ch

3/15/77 1/03/77 Index

11/28/77 11/01/77 Revisions to

Ch 16 1115
Index

2/04/77 1/11/77 Ch to

3/17/77 1/11/77 Ch 10 to 12
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6/22/77 4/05/77 Revisions to

Ch 18
3/31/77 1/19/77 Ch to

4/26/77 1/19/77 Index

3/01/79 1/11/79 Complete Revision
of Title

11/18/77 11/22/76 Ch to

3/16/77 11/22/76 Index

1/04/77 1/07/77 Ch

1/21/77 9/30/77 Ch to

5/13/77 1/07/77 Index

6/21/77 9/30/76 Ch pp 36

2/09/78 1/31/78 Revisions to

1/12/77 1/10/77 Ch 41117
18343738

2/15/78 1/10/77 Ch 7100122

1/18/77 1/17/77 Ch 121416
40414243

1/31/77 1/17/77 Ch 130 to 139

2/02/77 1/10/77 Ch 12810
15101102104
120121

3/16/77 1/17/77 Ch 20606163
6465666970
7172737577
788590110

9/08/77 8/01/77 Ch pp 81
129 Ch
39

10/17/77 10/01/77 Revisions to

Ch
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4/04/78 3/18/78 Index

10 5/15/78 3/23/78 Revisions to

Ch 4815 and

new Ch

11 5/23/78 3/14/78 Revisions to

Ch 111214
1718 20

12 6/15/78 5/23/78 Revisions to

Ch 404143
60

13 7/12/78 6/19/78 Revisions to

Ch 616364
6566

14 8/02/78 7/19/78 Revisions to

Ch 416971
757678 79

15 8/17/78 8/17/78 Revisions to

Ch 11

16 8/25/78 8/2/78 Revisions to

Ch 8590100
101 102

17 9/11/78 8/24/78 Revisions to

Ch 120121122
132133136137
138 139

18 11/15/78 10/20/78 Revisions to

Ch

19 11/29/78 11/8/78 Revisions to

Ch

20 2/1/79 2/1/79 Revisions to

Ch.2

21 2/16/79 2/5/79 Revisions to

Ch 14611
15100

22 3/10/79 3/10/79 New Section
94.800

23 5/29/79 4/16/79 Revisions to

Ch 61

DOJ-1979-06


